


* Pureprofile survey results of 1,000 Australians in April 2019. 

In our 30th year, we are proud to share our 
second annual Adventure Travel Index. The 
Index is an opportunity for us to share the 
latest trends and insights in the adventure 
travel industry with all Australians.

There’s a revolution happening in travel in 2019 
as we explore the world with more openness 
and curiosity than ever before. Many of us 
are placing more value on experiences rather 
than materialistic possessions. Families aren’t 
constrained to flop and drop packages and 
instead are venturing beyond the norm as they 
explore new destinations such as India, Morocco 
and Egypt. Social media is providing inspiration 
for young travellers who are booking holidays to 
places specifically for a sought after selfie. There’s 
huge growth in female solo travellers and women 
around the world are being empowered to take 
jobs such as tour leaders in the travel sector.

It’s 30 years since Intrepid was founded on the 
idea of an alternative style of travel to cookie-cutter 
mass tourism and today, the demand for authentic 
and sustainable group travel has never been 
greater. Intrepid is celebrating its third consecutive 
year of record growth, allowing us to further invest 
in our strategy of Growing with Purpose.

In this year’s Index, you’ll find fresh research from 
a survey we commissioned of 1,000 Australian 
consumers*. We have also shared our own data 
and insights and called upon third party experts 
to comment on issues and trends in travel.

Happy reading!

James Thornton 
CEO Intrepid Travel

We have crunched the numbers and quizzed the population to find out 
the true meaning of adventure travel, from the price of a local coffee,  

to how social media impacts where Aussies are going.

Welcome 
to the secoND ANNUAL 

ADVENTURE TRAVEL INDEX
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= No change = New entry = Up on last year = Down on last year

top 20 adventure 
travel destinations*

Australia’s love affair with Vietnam continues, as the 
South-East Asian country remains Intrepid Travel’s 
most popular destination. Egypt has debuted on the 
top 20 list following a 140% increase in travellers 
in 2018 compared to 2017. Japan is also making its 
debut on the adventure list, entering at number 16. 

Morocco is up one spot following a 46% increase in 
travellers in 2018 and while Spain is down one spot, 
Intrepid carried 13% more travellers to the country 
in 2018. A return to destinations such as Egypt 
and Morocco shows that travellers are becoming 
increasingly resilient in these uncertain times.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
        

Vietnam Peru India Morocco Cuba Cambodia Sri 
Lanka

Nepal Mexico Italy

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
          

Ecuador Thailand Egypt Iceland South 
Africa

Japan Spain Malaysia China Croatia

* Based on departed Intrepid Travel trips from March 2018 – March 2019.4 5



PAPUA NEW GUINEA

LOCALS
8,251,162

TOURISTS
212,000

2.75%

COLOMBIA

LOCALS
49,065,615

TOURISTS
6,531,000

13.31%

KENYA

LOCALS
49,699,862

TOURISTS
1,449,000

2.92%

TAJIKISTAN

LOCALS
8,921,343

TOURISTS
431,000

4.83%

EGYPT

LOCALS
97,553,151

TOURISTS
8,292,000

8.50%

UZBEKISTAN

LOCALS
31,910,641

TOURISTS
2,690,000

8.43%

MONGOLIA

LOCALS
3,075,647

TOURISTS
543,000

17.65%

INDONESIA

LOCALS
263,991,379

TOURISTS
14,040,000

5.32%

IRAN

LOCALS
81,162,788

TOURISTS
4,867,000

6.00%

By way of comparison, Australia’s tourism density ratio is 36%.
KEY:  = 1% Tourism density ratio

A TIPPING POINT 
FOR DESTINATIONS
We also asked ourselves if there is a ratio that 
can be used as a ‘tipping point’ to help destinations 
avoid overtourism.

Joseph Cheer, Professor – Center for Tourism Research at 
Wakayama University, Japan, who was formerly based at  
Monash University, is writing a paper on this topic and says 
finding a way to identify a tipping point has become a priority. 

“Just what the precursors of overtourism are and how to identify 
the subsequent tipping points that lead to adverse outcomes has 
become an issue of pressing concern,” he says.

“Unfortunately, and for the most part, overtourism tends 
to become obvious in retrospect after tipping points have 
been reached”.

So, in lieu of a magical tipping point, we have created a health 
checklist for destinations. According to Cheer, these are the 
factors destinations need to consider to avoid issues relating to 
overtourism. The sociocultural manifestations of tipping points are 
less obvious and often are slow in appearing, according to Cheer.

“Many destinations rely on a unique sense of place that 
distinguishes them from others, but the onset of mass tourism 
slowly neutralises authentic and characteristic aspects for 
something that is more palatable to wider audiences.”

Is undertourism 
the new overtourism?
Since we included the term ‘undertourism’ in the 
2018 Adventure Travel Index, we’ve further researched 
destinations around the world with the lowest tourism 
density ratio. We predict the concept of undertourism 
will become as widely known as overtourism as more 
responsible travellers opt to spend their dollars 
wisely in economies where their holiday can have 
a positive benefit.

There is further opportunity for tourism in 
destinations such as Kenya, Mongolia, Iran,  
Colombia and Egypt. While Bali is a favourite  
among Aussie travellers, Indonesia as a whole has 
a low tourism density ratio. The ‘stans’, like Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan, also stand to gain from responsible 
tourism. The below* shows the tourism density ratio 
by comparing the number of tourists to locals.

Number of locals living in 
the destination.

Stress on housing and 
hyperinflation.

Overcrowding in local places.

Competition for local resources 
like beaches and car parks.

Growing number of non-locals 
owning property in the area.

Environmental degradation.

Inability to manage tourism 
generated waste.

Conservation areas become 
overwhelmed, impacting wildlife.

Businesses skewed toward 
servicing tourists over locals.

The introduction of non-locals 
as service providers.

DESTINATION 
HEALTH CHECK

* World Tourism Organisation 2017. 76



According to the World Economic 
Forum, doctors in Scotland are now 
allowed to prescribe time in nature 
to reduce blood pressure, anxiety, 
and increase happiness for those 
with diabetes, a mental illness, stress, 
heart disease, and more.

Intrepid’s active trips have grown by 
20% in the first quarter of this year 
compared to the same time last year. 

Interestingly, Skift published an article 
recently claiming wellness could also 
be an antidote to overtourism citing 
destinations who focus on wellness 
experiences such as Italy’s South 
Tyrol region offers a literal breath of 
fresh air for tourists escaping Venice. 
Slovenia is promoting a “small is 
beautiful” wellness mantra as an 
alternative to neighboring Croatia.

Leigh Barnes, Intrepid Travel’s Chief 
Purpose Officer volunteered to be 

a guinea pig in the development 
of Intrepid’s Travel Wellness Index. 
Barnes’ physical and mental health 
was put to the test before and after 
a trip to Borneo to climb Mount 
Kinabalu, by Melbourne based 
Dr Kaz Czuba.

According to the K10 diagnostic 
survey, the maximum score to 
indicate distress is 50 while the 
minimum score is 10, decided by ten 
questions that is scored from 1 to 5. 
Barnes scored 21 pre-trip. Before the 
active trip, he felt nervous most of the 
time (a score of 4) and felt restless 
and fidgety some of the time (a score 
of 3). Post-trip, Barnes scored 16, a 
result that reflects a marked decrease 
there was a marked decrease in 
any negative emotions, with Barnes 
reporting he felt nervous none of 
time and felt restless only a little 
of the time.

Sex: Male

Age: 36

Height: 183 cm

Country: Borneo, Malaysia

Trek: Mount Kinabalu

Elevation: 4,095 m

Trip: Sabah Adventure

Trip length: 12 days

No of active days: 8

No of rest days: 4

Average steps: 16,107

Average sleep: 8 hours

CASE STUDY

* Calculated using Virgin Active’s ‘InBody tracker’.
** K10 is a widely recommended as a simple measure of psychological distress.  
^ GP assessment by Dr Kaz Czuba, Melbourne.

The travel 
wellness index

Mental health assessment (K10**)
Pre-trip: 21/40

Post-trip: 16/40
There was a marked reduction in 
Barnes’ reported levels of nervousness,  
depression, sadness or tiredness following 
the active trip. 

Blood pressure^

Pre-trip: 126/74

Post-trip: 125/65
Barnes’ blood pressure reduced 
over the course of the 12 day active 
trip. During the hike up Mt Kinabalu, 
Barnes took 50,000 steps in two days.

Weight^

Pre-trip: 129.2 kg

Post-trip: 131.2 kg
Barnes may have gained muscle 
as his weight increased, but his 
body fat mass decreased by 1 kg. 

Body fat mass*

Pre-trip: 46.9 kg

Post-trip: 45.9 kg
Body Fat Mass can be stored 
under the skin, as well as in the 
abdomen. Barnes lost 1 kg of 
body fat mass post-trip. 

BMI^

Pre-trip: 38.4

Post-trip: 39.2
Active travel needs to 
be rewarded, this is a 
holiday after all. This stat 
may account for post-trek  
beers and Nasi lemak. 

Fitness score*

Pre-trip: 68 points

Post-trip: 71 points
A range of 70-80 is an 
average person who is 
reasonably healthy.  
Barnes increased by 
3 points, in two weeks.

Waist measurement^

Pre-trip: 124 cm

Post-trip: 125 cm
Barnes recorded a marginal 
increase in circumference 
but this can fluctuate.

Wellness has come to 
the fore as both a goal 
and outcome of travel.

We investigate this, 
harnessing our own 
travellers to test out 
the wellness effects 
of travel.
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* Pureprofile survey results of 1,000 Australians in April 2019. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
         

Vietnam Malaysia Thailand India Sri 
Lanka

Cambodia Japan South 
Africa

China Egypt

This year, we have seen China and Egypt enter our top 10 most 
popular family destinations. Up more than 360%, Egypt’s spike 
in popularity has shown that Aussie’s appetite for more 
adventurous family trips has increased. Vietnam remains the 
perennial favourite at number one after experiencing another 
year of solid growth (up 23%). While Thailand has dropped 
one place to third, it has experienced a 47% increase in families 
travelling there with Intrepid. 

The introduction of trips specifically for solo parent families in 2018 
has helped more single parents and kids see the world. The most 
popular trip for single parents, who want to travel with the company 
of other families and support of a local tour leader, is Northern 
India followed by Thailand, Vietnam, Egypt and Morocco.

top 10 
FAMILY 
TRAVEL 
destinations

In our survey of 1,000 Australians*, we asked them to rank the 
experiences that tourism brings with the most valuable at the top. 
This is what they said:

1. Spending time with loved ones

2. Creating new memories

3. Learning new things

4. Enjoying the food

5. Feeling recharged

6. Meeting new people

7. Getting outside a comfort zone

8. Achieving a travel goal

9. Making new friendships

10. Taking part in a physical challenge

The survey also found that:

• 35% of females rank spending time with loved ones on 
holiday as of most value compared to 29% of men.

• 62% of females rank creating new memories in their top 
three compared to just 44% of men.

Experience 
currency
Intrepid travellers have always sought 
out experience-rich holidays. Anecdotally, 
we are seeing a rise in consumers 
placing more value on experiences than 
materialistic belongings.

These thoughts are echoed by Joseph 
Cheer, Professor – Center for Tourism 
Research at Wakayama University,  
Japan, who was formerly based at  
Monash University. 

“This is the age of travel, where consumer 
shifts see the hoarding of material 
possessions increasingly making way 
for the desire to have extraordinary life 
experiences, especially through travel,” 
Cheer says. 

The survey left us wondering how travellers attribute a 
dollar value to experiences and according to the sample 
of 1,000 Australians*, we found that:
• Aussies are willing to pay more for a cruise through the Greek 

Islands on a small ship going to places that large cruise ships 
can’t access.

• A small ship cruise in Greece is worth more than a fly and flop 
holiday to Fiji or a large bus tour of Europe.

• Travellers would pay more for a small group (16 or less) tour 
of Vietnam and Cambodia with a local guide than a bus tour 
in Europe with 50 people.

* Based on departed Intrepid Travel trips from March 2018 – March 2019. 1110



#newadventures#newtastes

wanderzoe 3h

yasmintells 1h

hell yes
nah

81% 19%

Are 18 – 24 year olds are

influenced by Instagram?

The power of social influence
There are two ways that social media holds sway over 
travellers. There’s reactive, whereby travellers book 
based on what they have seen online. Then there is 
proactive, where travellers decide on destinations 
based on the photos they can curate from a trip. 

The national survey commissioned by Intrepid Travel^ 
found that social media plays a vital role in young 
Australians’ travel plans with around a third of 18 to 24 
year olds (33%) and 25 to 34 year olds (27%) admitting 
they always consider how their social media feeds 
will look when booking a trip. The humble brag reigns 
supreme. This figure of proactive social influence 
drops to 18% among the general population.What’s hot

Millennial travellers are quite similar in their choice of destinations 
compared to their older travel counterparts, with some small 
discrepancies. Vietnam and Peru are perennial favourites 
however, we have seen more interest from this demographic 
in Nepal. 

On the other hand, Cuba is less popular for millennial travellers 
than the wider Intrepid spectrum. The most popular destinations* 
visited by 18 to 29 year olds, compared to all ages:

What’s going to be hot
In the year ahead, based on current bookings**, these destinations 
are looking the hottest for 18 to 29 year olds. Vietnam, Peru, 
Morocco and India remain in the top six with the addition of  
Egypt and Turkey.

In 2018, Intrepid Travel launched its first ever 
range of tours especially for 18 to 29 year olds.

Here, we shine a light on what motivates 
millennials to travel, where they’re going and the 
influence social media has on their travel plans. 

MILLENNIAL 
TRAVELLERS: 
THE GRAM 
impacts IRL

Generation leap
The survey also found that just 14% of Australians are likely to 
pick a holiday based on photos they have seen on social media as 
booking inspiration. The number jumps to 36% for travellers aged 
between 18 to 24 years old.

18 to 29s All ages

1 Vietnam Vietnam
2 Peru India
3 India Morocco
4 Morocco Peru
5 Nepal Cambodia
6 Cambodia Nepal

18 to 29s All ages

1 Vietnam Vietnam
2 Peru Morocco
3 Morocco Peru
4 Egypt Egypt
5 India India
6 Turkey Turkey

* Based on departed Intrepid Travel trips from March 2018 – March 2019.
** Based on highest customer bookings for Intrepid Travel trips for year ahead, as of March 2019.

In terms of platforms with the greatest influence,  
a whopping 81% of 18 to 24 year olds are swayed 
by Instagram. This number drops to 63% for 25 to 34 
year olds and 57% for 35 to 44 year olds. 

Facebook, on the other hand, has the most influence 
over 25 to 34 year olds at 67%, followed by 35 to 44 
year olds (64%). Almost one third (31%) of 18 to 24 
year olds are influenced by Snapchat when it comes 
to travel decisions.

^ Pureprofile survey results of 1,000 Australians in April 2019. 1312



get your 
money’s 
worth

The Australian dollar has strengthened against 
the Argentine Peso by more than 100%.

Expect to pay $9 AUD for a basic (but delicious) 
lunch, and $28 AUD for dinner at a high-end 
restaurant. You can’t go to Argentina without 
tasting their famous steak.

Beer is around $4 AUD, but I recommend wine.  
It only costs around $6 AUD a bottle for good 
quality local Malbec.

One of the best value-for-money purchases is 
experiencing opera in Buenos Aires at the Teatro 
Colon, one of the world’s best opera houses, for 
less than $100 AUD.

The Australian dollar has strengthened against 
the Turkish Lira by 37%.

An extravagant meal at one of the top 50 restaurants 
in the world, including a degustation menu with 
matching wines, will set you back around $140 AUD, 
which is incredible value for food-loving connoisseurs.

Consider a simple meal for a group of four such as 
mixed kebab and all the extras for around $18 AUD. 
It will be more meat than you can eat.

Grab a kilo of fresh cherries for $1.50 AUD, a half-litre 
of beer for $4.50 AUD (beer is taxed), or jump on the 
metro from the airport to Istanbul for a mere dollar.

The Australian dollar has strengthened against 
the Brazilian Real by over 6%.

The cost of a simple lunch is $6 to $10 AUD at a local 
restaurant. Why not try local favourite, Feijoada? You 
can expect to throw in a few more dollars for dinner.

A high quality meal at an awarded restaurant is half 
the price of what you would expect to pay in Australia. 
Beer is similarly halved, around $4 AUD.

The cost of visiting key sites (Iguazu Falls, Christ the 
Redeemer, Sugarloaf) are all very accessible from main 
tourist hubs, compared to places like Machu Picchu 
in Peru or The Galapagos, which require lengthy and 
expensive journeys to visit.

spotlight on: Argentina spotlight on: turkey spotlight on: Brazil

Tour leader: Agustin Galetto Tour leader: Suleyman Erkose Tour leader: Carolina Serrano

With the Aussie dollar in flux, 
Intrepid Travel has shared three 
destinations where travellers can 
get their money’s worth while 
supporting local businesses*.

Here, our local tour leaders share 
their insights on what to budget 
for and how to make the Australian 
dollar go further overseas.

* Intrepid Travel local tour leaders and www.xe.com as of 30 April 2019, figures may fluctuate. 14 15



Istanbul, Turkey

Hoi An, Vietnam Rome, Italy

Melbourne, Australia Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Bogota, Colombia 

Goodbye cat lady stereotypes and hello independent 
women, as more travellers seek to pursue their 
passions with like-minded individuals outside of their 
usual social circles. 

Interestingly, 77% of solo travellers from Australia 
were women*.

What: Türk Kahvesi 
Cost: $1.95 AUD

A famous Turkish quote says 
that “a cup of Turkish coffee is 
remembered for 40 years.” Served 
after meals from a long-handled 
copper pot called a cezve, Turkish 
coffee is listed on the UNESCO 
intangible heritage register.

What: Café sua da 
Cost: $1.80 AUD

Coarsely ground beans are loaded 
into a drip filter, which spits out 
super-strong coffee, one drop at 
a time. Ice cubes and sweetened 
condensed milk are added for a 
refreshing drink.

What: Espresso 
Cost: $1.60 AUD

An espresso in Rome will cost 
€1 at a local coffee shop if you 
stand at the bar, double or  
more if you sit. Make like a local 
and stand at the bar for a true 
Italian experience.

What: Flat white 
Cost: $3.80 AUD

Coffee palaces were built in 
Melbourne in the 1880s during 
the Temperence Movement, where 
people needed a place to socialise 
away from pubs. This trend 
remains today with Melbourne’s 
baristas and roasters being some 
of the best in the world.

What: Buna 
Cost: 25c AUD (at a roadside café)

In Ethiopia, the birthplace of coffee, 
traditional coffee ceremonies are 
a distinguished part of the culture, 
with the brewing and serving 
process lasting up to two hours. 
Locals mix tea with buna (it’s called 
a spritz!) and popcorn is 
a popular side dish.

What: Tinto 
Cost: $1.70 AUD

Colombian coffee is often 
regarded as some of the highest 
quality coffee in the world, with 
Colombia’s unique geography 
offering the ideal climate for 
producing a high-quality brew.

local coffee 
around the world*

IS SOLO TRAVEL NOW 
A RITE OF PASSAGE?

More solo adventure
We also know that solo travellers are becoming increasingly 
adventurous. In fact, there has been a 113% increase in solo 
travellers travelling on Intrepid’s Expeditions range and a 
24% increase on Cycling trips. 

2018 2019

1 Vietnam Vietnam

2 India India

3 Morocco Morocco

4 Peru Peru

5 Cambodia Cambodia

6 Cuba Nepal

7 Nepal Cuba

8 Mexico Mexico

9 Italy Sri Lanka

10 Iceland Italy

* Intrepid Travel local tour leaders. * Based on departed Intrepid Travel trips from March 2018 – March 2019.

66-77
8%

54-65
17%

42-53
15%

30-41
28%

18-29
31%

SOLO TRAVELLERS BY AGE

What’s hot for solo travellers 
Below are the top 10 destinations for solo 
travellers and how that compares to the 2018 
Adventure Travel Index. 

Nepal is on its way up, replacing Cuba in the sixth spot, 
as travellers continue to return follwing the 
2015 earthquakes.

16 17



Over the past 30 years, we have 
converted many small group tour 
sceptics to love our way of travel. 
Travellers can sometimes be quick 
to lump small group adventures with 
the broader ‘group tours’ purse.

To understand what deters travellers from 
group touring we asked 1,000 Australians* 
what puts them off. On a scale of most 
concern to least concern is:

• Feeling part of mass tourism.
• Only visiting places where the leader gets 

a commission.
• Lack of free time on tour.
• Won’t be able to experience a destination 

like a local.
• “Cookie cutter” experiences with nothing 

unique on the itinerary.

Luckily for us, these concerns don’t translate 
to our small group tours. So why does size 
matter so much? Small group tours are based 
around 16 or less people guided by a local and 
visiting places on and off the tourist trail. The 
itineraries take the guesswork and lengthy 
planning out of it, but allow for free time to 
explore a place. In small groups, the tour 
leader has the opportunity to ad lib and share 
what’s unique about his or her home country.

“We would hate for sceptics of touring to 
lump us in the same category as all group 
tours. Small group tours address what’s 
wrong with mass tourism by minimising the 
impact on the local environment. At Intrepid, 
we use only local tour leaders meaning our 
travellers can immerse themselves completely 
in their chosen destination, and our specially 
designed itineraries go to places that large 
groups, and cruise ships, simply can’t access,” 
says Thornton.

group tour 
Sceptics

Meet this group tour sceptic who was 
converted to small group tours.

Gaynor English aged 61 years old, from the 
Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, typified 
a group tour sceptic until she discovered 
small group tours. Having only ever 
travelled independently to the US and UK, 
Gaynor imagined that all group tours were 
expensive and too regimented.

“I thought that I’ll be stuck with people 
I don’t really want to talk to. I also pictured 
lots of travellers in a large bus and that 
put me off. I’m too old for a backpacker 
bus but not quite at the ‘tour for oldies’ 
stage,” she said.

With a desire to visit Cambodia and 
Vietnam, Gaynor lacked the confidence to 
book an independent holiday in Asia with 
concerns over language and safety. Her 
daughter Ashlea, aged 25, introduced her 
to the idea of small group tours, which 
covered all the locations the pair wanted to 
visit with the comfort of a local leader and 
a flexible itinerary with some free time.

“I liked the idea there were no more than 
16 travellers on each trip made up of 
different ages.”

Now a convert to small group tours, 
Gaynor says she’ll jump at the chance to 
book another. She describes the highlights 
as the things she was most unsure about 
including homestays, an overnight train 
and tipping (which is all managed by the 
tour leader).

“As for Vietnam and Cambodia, I tell 
everyone they need to go!”

NAME: Gaynor English
(FORMER GROUP TOUR SCEPTIC)

Travelled to cambodia
& vietnam with Intrepid

* Pureprofile survey results of 1,000 Australians in April 2019. 1918



women in 
tourism: 
a force 
for good

Is it common to be a tour leader in your local area?
When I started leading, it wasn’t common. Now in the last 
two years I see more girls who are interested in working as 
tour leaders. 

What are popular jobs for women in your local area?
I’m from Mumbai where women are more career-oriented.  
I see more women opting for office jobs, where they can work 
9 to 5 and be back home by evening.

What do you like about being a tour leader?
My job challenges me to overcome my fears, face every 
situation and problem-solve while working. Working as a tour 
leader gets me out of my comfort zone.

How did your friends and family react when you first 
became a tour leader?
My mum wasn’t very happy – she was very worried about how 
I will work in a completely different [geographical] area and 
not be able to come home for months. I still call her every day 
to let her know how I’m doing and which city I’m in. Other than 
my elder sister and a few friends, no one else supported my 
decision of becoming a tour leader. They all thought I won’t be 
able to work in this field for very long. My cousins didn’t speak 
to me for a year because I selected this field.

What do your friends and family think now about your job 
as a tour leader?
Now, everyone feels very proud of me. My family fully supports 
me. In fact, without my mum’s support I wouldn’t have done 
it. They felt very proud when I won second for Best Leader, 
the first female to win from India. People who said I wouldn’t 
succeed, praise me a lot now. People contact me on Facebook 
to get more information on how they can join Intrepid Travel.

Is it common to be a truck driver in your 
local area?
No it is not common – the industry is male dominated. 
In fact, I am the first female overland truck driver in 
East Africa and now I am known as ‘Mama Overland!’ 

What are popular jobs for women in your 
local area?
Most women are housewives and take care of their 
families. I always wanted to be a truck driver since I 
was a young girl, because my father was a truck driver. 

What do you like about being an overland 
truck driver?
Showing our customers our beautiful region, inspiring 
other women and making friends with people all over 
the world. I love my job! 

How did your friends and family react when you 
first became an overland truck driver?
My friends and family could not believe I was going to 
be a truck driver and some were not supportive at all. 
Later on, they accepted that it was my passion and 
what I have always loved doing.

What do your friends and family think now about 
your job as a truck driver? 
They now love what I do and the fact that I have 
inspired many other women.

I told my mum once, ‘Mum, do you know that I am a 
truck driver?’ Oh my goodness! So she looks up and 
says, ‘I wish your Dad can see you!’ 

Is it common to be a tour leader in your local area?
It’s not at all common to be a female leader  
in Morocco. I’m the only one from my town,  
Kelaa des Sraghna!

Two years ago, we had 50 tour leaders in Morocco – 
but not a single female tour leader. Tour leading was 
not seen as a suitable job for women both by society, 
and by some people in the Moroccan government. 
There were only four female tour leaders in all of 
Morocco, none can speak English. 

What are popular jobs for women in your 
local area?
The most common jobs in my area for women 
are teachers, tailors and peddlers.

What do you like about being a tour leader?
Being a leader means I can share my country with 
travellers from my own perspective.

How did your friends and family react when you 
first became a tour leader?
I love Morocco – it’s a fantastic place to visit, but it’s  
a hard place for women to live. My family questioned 
how a woman can succeed at work that was mostly 
dominated by men.

What do your friends and family think now about 
your job as a tour leader?
My family, especially my brothers, are extremely happy 
to see me succeeding my job as a tour leader and 
they are so happy because I’m paving the way to other 
females to become tour leaders too.

Women in developing  
countries often face ingrained 
gender discrimination. Two years 
ago Intrepid Travel set a target 
to double the number of female 
tour leaders around the world 
by 2020. We’re on track to reach 
this goal. 

The ripple effect of setting this goal 
has been incredible, changing the lives 
of individuals and their families. It’s 
also inspired a new range of Women’s 
Expedition trips that takes female 
travellers to places like Morocco, Iran, 
India, and Kenya, providing an opportunity 
for female travellers to go behind closed 
doors and learn about customs, food, 
challenges and the lives of other women.

Here, we speak to two female tour leaders 
and one female overland truck driver,  
who share their stories. 

Sara Lamzawaq, 24becky Kieha, 50

tour leader, MoroccoOVERLAND truck driver, Kenya

Sana Jinah, 31

tour leader, india
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* Japan Tourism Organisation.

Wellness as a travel outcome and goal. With more 
education on the health benefits of getting active outdoors, 

Intrepid predicts we’ll see more people taking holidays to ease 
mental and physical conditions and provide an antidote to the 
pressures of modern life. Active trips have grown by 20% in the 
first quarter of this year compared to the same time last year.

Growing desire to connect (and we don’t mean to the 
WIFI). More and more, travellers want to connect with 

locals, with themselves, to improve their health and wellbeing or 
with loved ones to create memories. According to new research 
commissioned by Intrepid Travel, spending time with loved ones 
and creating new memories are the most valued experiences that 
travel brings to Australians.

Travel philosophies become everyday philosophies. 
Travel is all about openness and curiosity, and we will 

see this desire to explore the new and unknown increasingly 
infiltrate our everyday lives. We’ll see an increase in citizens 
exploring their own neighbourhoods (from hiking national parks 
to latest art installations) and this explorative state of mind will 
be documented on Instagram and Facebook stories.

Next level show-and-tell. We’ll see a rise in family 
travel including solo parent families who can have an 

adventure with kids in tow thanks to new trips dedicated to the 
growing number of single parent families in Australia. This new 
generation of adventurers will return from school holidays with 
tales of staying in a ger or eating insects on a stick instead of the 
traditional villa in Bali or beach house down the coast. Families  
will continue to venture farther afield with India (up 65%) and 
Egypt (up over 360%) set to remain popular.

Undertourism will be the new Overtourism.  
As overtourism continues to infiltrate mainstream media 

and the masses gain an understanding of the situation in places 
like Venice, we’ll see a switch in focus to destinations that are 
impacted by undertourism. 

FIVE TRAVEL TRENDS 
FOR THE YEAR AHEAD

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.Japan is one of 2019’s hottest destinations. Tourist arrivals have 
grown by 300% since 2012 and Australia is the country’s seventh 
largest source market for travellers*. At Intrepid, we’ve seen a 66% 
increase in travellers visiting Japan in 2018 compared to 2017. 
Families visiting Japan have increased 133% in the same time period 
and Intrepid have put on more cycling and food trips resulting in 
an increase of 19% and 13% respectively. Proving the destination 
appeals to all ages, 27% of travellers Intrepid took to Japan in 2018 
were aged between 18 to 29, and 25% were aged 54 to 65.

“With such a boom in popularity, two major world events looming 
(2019 Rugby World Cup and Tokyo 2020 Olympics), and the busy 
cherry blossom season always drawing a big crowd, it’s up to 
the tourism industry to help mitigate overtourism,” says James 
Thornton, CEO of Intrepid Travel.

There is already frustration among locals and media who have 
begun labelling negative impacts of tourism as “kankō kōgai”, 
or “tourism pollution”. Kyoto residents have formed a ‘scenery 
preservation’ committee to combat problems such as ‘half-naked 
hikers’, trespassing travellers and prolonged photo shoots for 
social media. The Kyoto Convention and Visitors Bureau has also 
put out an ‘etiquette manual’, in a bid to assuage these issues. 
Japan’s manual follows the current trend of destinations setting 
guidelines for travellers, with New Zealand asking tourists to take 
the Tiaki Promise (to care for people and place), and the Palau 
Pledge which is formalised in passports on arrival.

“In Tokyo you will also see that the government has added a 
tourist tax of 1,000 yen ($13 AUD) to airfares. This is one way to 
help fund the infrastructure upgrades needed to cope with large 
tourist numbers,” said Thornton. 

“I don’t think the tourist tax goes far enough – a higher tax of 
around $50 per person would ensure real value is accrued to the 
Japanese people. That will seem like a lot to some, but it’s actually 
very little compared to the cost of travelling to Japan in the first 
place, and would make a real difference,” added Thornton. 

Intrepid achieves this by carbon offsetting all trips (something they 
have done since 2010), employing local tour leaders and support 
staff, and crafting itineraries that take travellers off the beaten 
path to lesser known places like the Iya Valley in Shikoku or 
cycling and kayaking around Ise Shima.

SO HOT RIGHT NOW: 
A SPOTLIGHT ON JAPAN
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ABOUT INTREPID TRAVEL
Intrepid Travel is a global adventure travel company that has been 
taking travellers off the beaten track to discover the world’s most 
amazing places for 30 years. The company offers more than 1,000 
trips in more than 120 countries and on every continent. Every trip 
is designed to truly experience local culture – to meet local people, 
try local food, take local transport and stay in local accommodation. 
Intrepid’s award-winning tour leaders, small group sizes and included 
activities mean they offer travellers great value for money. Globally-
renowned as a leader in responsible travel, Intrepid Travel is a 
certified B Corp and has been a carbon neutral business since 2010.


